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Sword Jockey Eddie LaCrosse is in the wrong place at the wrong time while conducting an
undercover investigation on the island kingdom of Grand Bruan. When a poisoned apple kills a
member of the queen's personal guard, Eddie becomes the prime suspect in the murder. He must
do some fast talking to keep his head attached to his shoulders. Trying to clear his name and find
the real killer, Eddie becomes embroiled in a nasty political scandal. Someone is trying to ruin
Queen Jennifer, and they don't care who they kill along the way. The more Eddie digs, the more
twisted the lies become, until Eddie finds himself caught between two opposing armies. The fate of
the entire kingdom lies in his hands. Murder, betrayal, and magic - just another day on the job for
Sword Jockey Eddie LaCrosse.
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This is basically the best publication i have got read through right up until now. Sure, it really is perform, still an amazing and interesting literature. Your
life span will probably be convert once you full reading this article ebook.
-- Dr . Ir m a  Welch-- Dr . Ir m a  Welch

Extensive information! Its this type of excellent study. I have read and i am sure that i will gonna go through yet again once more down the road. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Aliya h Ma yer-- Aliya h Ma yer
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